Lessons from the American Bison
Bison are North America’s largest land mammals.
Early French explorers called them les boeufs, a
term referring to beef cattle. English settlers
modified the French term to “boffle,” “buffler,”
“buffilo,” and, eventually, “buffalo.”
Experts estimate approximately 60 million bison
roamed the North American plains during the
1700s. By 1885, however, fewer than 1,000
animals remained. Ranchers began breeding
programs to replenish the population, and over
200,000 bison once again inhabit the plains, most
of them in privately owned herds.

Organizing Structure
Bison organize themselves by dominance within their herds rather than by territory.
Each bison herd has two “sub-herds”: one composed of bulls, and the other composed
of cows and their calves. The mature bulls govern the bull herd, and the older cows lead
the cow herd.

Heeding the Call
Bison communicate through various grunts, snorts,
and bellows, which may indicate anger or warn of
danger. In each herd, the dominant bison lead by
stepping out in front or by moving within the herd.
Their influence may be nearly imperceptible to the
casual observer, but bison recognize their leaders’
direction.
June through September, the male and female herds
rejoin for the breeding season. During this time,
dominance is frequently challenged. Lead bulls first
shake their heads at insubordinate members. If this
warning is not sufficient, a violent struggle may ensue.
In spite of their bulky appearance, bison can sustain speeds up to 30 mph (48 kph) for
as long as 30 minutes. When necessary, they can also climb rocky slopes with the skill
of mountain goats. More obvious, however, is the bison’s great strength. Even grizzly
bears know better than to challenge a healthy adult bison.

Protecting One Another
One Blackfoot Indian saw a grizzly bear hiding on a ledge as a herd of bison passed
just below. When a young heifer came within reach, the grizzly attacked.

A massive bull charged down the trail at the grizzly. Crashing against the bear, the bull
freed the heifer. Foolishly, the enraged grizzly turned to defend itself against the bison.
For 15 or 20 minutes, the Indian watched as the bull gored and tossed the bear about.
Realizing its hopeless situation, the bear attempted to retreat, but the enraged bison
continued punishing the bear. Even after the grizzly died, the bull continued its attack.

The American Bison in Action
Heed Leaders
Bison live in herds with definite social structures. When the leaders move to new
pastures, those nearest follow, and soon the entire herd will drift in that direction.

Maintain Order
A senior bison shakes its head at a junior bison who comes too close. A nudge will
follow if the insubordination persists. If the other animal still refuses to submit, a fight
may ensue.

Communicate Respect
Native Americans respected the bison by making full use
of its many assets. Bison provided Native American tribes
with blankets, tepee coverings, food, and clothing.

Benefit Others
Bison face constant annoyance from biting insects.
Cowbirds and bison benefit one another. Cowbirds gain a food source and the bison
gain relief from their irritations.

